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PUTTING ON HEIRS! is a dynamic new musical review that presents stellar legacy performers
with international brand-name recognition.
This review, an exciting blend of talented performers with iconic staus, provides marquee value that
generates enhanced marketing opportunities for your venue.
R

PUTTING ON HEIRS! presents the performing progeny of musical icons who made
the American Songbook the dominant music of our era!
Our current iteration includes:
☛
☛
☛
☛

Mel Carter, Special Guest, renowned vocalist discovered by Quincy Jones and Sam Cooke
John Mills, spotlighting his lineage with the illustrious Mills Brothers
Gina Eckstine, talented songstress and daughter of Billy Eckstine
' ' of Paul Robi and former lead singer of The Platters
Elmer Hopper, protege
R

PUTTING ON HEIRS! uniquely presents the spirit of America's greatest musical artists and their
familial connection to the performing stars -- a perfect show for performing art centers, premier jazz
festivals and concert venues throughout the world.
R

PUTTING ON HEIRS! is a grand musical excursion that carries audiences through to the sophisticated sounds of today.
We look forward to hearing from you soon!

With Best Regards,

The Producers
Putting On Heirs, LLC

The Story of America's musical icons & their influence on today's music...

PUTTING ON HEIRS! ®
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
LEGACY ARTISTS: JOHN MILLS (MILLS BROTHERS), GINA ECKSTINE
(BILLY ECKSTINE) & ELMER HOPPER (PLATTERS) JOIN WITH SPECIAL
GUEST STAR MEL CARTER (HOLD ME, THRILL ME, KISS ME,) IN A
DYNAMIC REVIEW THAT CAPTURES THE HEARTS AND SMILES OF
AUDIENCES WORLDWIDE
PUTTING ON HEIRS! is a dynamic new musical review with performing
progeny of America’s musical icons who made the American Songbook the
dominant music of our era.
“National Treasures” indeed, the historical significance of the artist’s
predecessors are brought to life, illuminated by the sensational
performances of John Mills, Gina Eckstine, Elmer Hopper and Mel Carter.
PUTTING ON HEIRS! is an elegant and entertaining “affair” offering a
unique combination of original orchestrations, a voluminous catalog of
smash hit recordings plus genuine familial insight into stories seldom told.

John H. Mills, II
BIOGRAPHY

John Mills had performed with his father, Donald Mills of the Mills Brothers -- the last
surviving original-- since 1982 and continues this rich legacy with no end in sight. John
has entertained around the world with the newest generation which includes and
highlights the beautiful voice and compelling stage presence of the talented Elmer
Hopper, who spent 21 years with the renowned Platters.

Honored with a Grammy for Lifetime Achievement The Mills Brothers’ harmonies and
unmistakable repertoire of hits still symbolize a legendary tradition to a new millennium
of audiences. Mafia, The City of Lost Heaven video game sold more than 2 million units
in 2006 and is inclusive of six full recordings by the Mills Brother’s, casting further the
unprecedented reach of their musical influence on generations past, present and future.
The parade of Mills Brothers’ platinum selling recordings, from “Tiger Rag,” the group’s
first hit from 1928, “Cab Driver,” “Glow Worm,” “Lazy River,” “Paper Doll” and many
others, continued into the 1990s, when John and his father released “Still…There’s You,”
a compilation of some of the family’s greatest hits and new material composed by John.
The number of Mills Brothers recordings sold is uncountable, certainly well into the
many tens of millions. They had a certifiable hit each year between 1935 and 1947 and
the hits kept coming through the late-1960s with “Cab Driver.” “Paper Doll” alone sold
six million copies in its first release and it was just one of more than 2,000 recordings
that produced at least three dozen legitimate hits.

Elmer Hopper
BIOGRAPHY

Elmer Hopper spent 21 years with The Platters. In 1974, at the age of nineteen, Elmer
was trained personally by Paul Robi, (the baritone of the original group). He
accompanied Paul on an international tour spanning the globe from Japan and China, to
Canada and Australia in what was said to be the best ensemble of The Platters since the
group’s inception.
Elmer Hopper and Paul Robi were best of friends for more than 15 years until Paul
succumbed to cancer in February of 1989. Paul did not leave Elmer without a final
message of inspiration. During a visit, just a few days before Paul passed away, he asked
Elmer to “…Please continue keeping The Platters legacy alive!” Not long after losing his
dear friend and mourning the loss of a great team member, Elmer hit the stage with
renewed vigor touring the world with The Platters for the next several years…
…Upon the hospitalization of Donald F. Mills, Sr. of the Mills Brothers, Elmer joined
forces with Donald’s son John H. Mills, II, in June of 1999. Forming this newest
generation of The Mills Brothers, John Mills and Elmer Hopper together present a
singular recreation of music that has been universally embraced by audiences since 1922.
On tour, John and Elmer have combined their unique talents to present the
incomparable music of The Mills Brothers while adding the “magic touch” of Elmer’s
musical roots and repertoire with The Platters. The duo performs many of the classic
songs in the original keys and with the original scores, embracing an artistic opportunity
unparalleled, demanding a high level of vocal musicality and integrity that is rare in this
day and age.
Elmer Hopper is a truly gifted singer who says that performing in this show has been
extremely gratifying, as there are few endeavors that compare with his prior, illustrious
musical achievements.

“Capacity crowds singing along with familiar songs, rising to their feet
cheering through multiple standing ovations...
there’s nothing like it!”

MEL CARTER
BIOGRAPHY

Mel Carter - the man responsible for giving the song Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me, a
place in pop history - began his career in Cincinnati, Ohio at the age of four when his
grandmother held him up to the microphone in a penny arcade recording booth. As it
turned out, it was 25 cents well-spent; the unpolished performance had an unmistakable
element of raw talent etched into those crude grooves. From that point on, music proved
to be Mel’s destiny, as his career produced one hit single after another. Even now, Mel’s
version of Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me has become a timeless classic broadcast daily
around the world.
The legendary Quincy Jones first discovered Mel and signed him to a record his debut
pop session on Mercury Records, which expertly showcased Mel’s passionate vocals and
immediately began turning heads in the recording industry. But it was not until Sam
Cooke signed Mel to Derby Records that he had his first hit single, When A Boy Falls In
Love, which climbed the charts in England as well as in the United States and reached
the number one position on the West Coast. A string of other hit songs including of
course, Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me soon followed, which led to an offer to tour with the
Dick Clark Caravan of Stars. Mel shared the bill with other up and coming performers
of the day, including Sonny and Cher, Tom Jones and other popular English and
American recording artists.
As further proof of his immense versatility, Mel also enjoyed success as a stage
performer. A highlight in his career was playing Sportin’ Life in a concert of Porgy and
Bess accompanied by the late perfectionist (and seven-time Academy Award winner)
John Green, who conducted the San Diego Symphony Orchestra with an 80-voice choir.
Mel received four standing ovations for his performance.
Continually expanding his horizons, Mel co-produced his 1985 album, Willing which
won him a Grammy nomination for Best Male Gospel Performance. That same year
brought him brilliant reviews and awards including LA Weekly’s LA WEE and the
NAACP Image Award nomination for Best Performance in a Musical as a result of his
starring role in Glitter Palace.
Mel continued to nourish his love for appearing before a live audience, starting the 90’s
off with a series of successful tours. Standing room only engagements at Trump Castle,
London’s Royal Albert Hall, Taj Mahal and Merv Griffin’s Resort Casino Hotel in
Atlantic City as well as tour-de-force performance in Fly Blackbird Revisited proved that
Mel’s appeal was both timeless and universal. In addition to his singing career, Mel
Carter is also known and respected as an accomplished actor, with a long list of film and
television credits.
Mel Carter has established himself as a modern day renaissance man who has proven
that real and genuine talent will always find an audience, regardless of the current
trends, radio formats or fashions.
Throughout the course of his career, Mel Carter has re-defined the term “multi-talented”
and truly established himself as a legend in pop music!

GINA ECKSTINE
BIOGRAPHY

Gina Eckstine is the youngest child of model/actress Carolle Drake, and the legendary
jazz singer Billy Eckstine. Her career began at the age of 7 when she was invited on stage
with her father during his nightclub act. Gina says “From then on I was hooked. I knew
what I wanted to do… SING!” With family friends like The Four Tops, Quincy Jones,
Sammy Davis, Jr. and Sarah Vaughan, Gina’s household was a constant source of
inspiration and guidance.
At age 13, Gina began extensive vocal training and formal music education. She was a
student at the Ira Lee’s Studio, Phil Moore’s “For Singers Only” workshop and the Dick
Grove School of Music.
After witnessing Gina’s graduation performance, her father decided that Gina was ready
for his “College Of The Road”. She joined her father in his show and traveled the world,
sharing the stage with the likes of Count Basie, Sammy Davis, Jr. and Bill Cosby. She
also had the distinct pleasure of performing on The Tonight Show, with Johnny Carson.
After three years with The Billy Eckstine Show, Gina moved to California and started her
own nightclub act working exclusively for the La Costa Resort Hotel. Her show was a
tremendous success and the Las Vegas connection was made. For 9 years, Gina
performed in all of the major hotels and casinos in Las Vegas and Lake Tahoe.
A resident of Los Angeles, Gina performs with major performers in Las Vegas, most
recently with Brad Garrett, at the Mirage Resort & Casino. Gina performs her own show
and has recently released her latest CD “Everything I Have Is Yours”, a tribute to her
illustrious late father, Billy Eckstine.
Gina Eckstine is a true artist. She performs all styles of music beautifully and her
powerful presence and unique voice captivates audiences worldwide.
Blessed with her mother’s beauty and her father’s vocal prowess, Gina Eckstine is
definitely a “Star on the Rise!”
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